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About This Game

"The last soldier" is a game where the player controls a soldier who is the sole survivor of his battalion.
Into the game the player will find 6 game modes and 21 goals, where the player can shoot, paralyze enemies, steal war tanks,

blow up enemy tanks, escape and more ...
As the player rises to more difficult levels, also appear other things on the battlefield, to make the game more difficult or in

other cases, easier.
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Title: The last soldier
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Artur Rezende
Publisher:
Artur Rezende
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512mb dedicated, Compatible with Open GL 2.1

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 190 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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Honestly this DLC isn't worht it. I recognize that it continues the story on some level but this DLC pitt the literal worst units up
against the best units contantly. I'm all for challenges but when you have to have failed X times to have even the slightest chance
of over coming a challenge then the challenge ceases to be a challenge and becomes a "You must only do things one way or
else". It's a magicians force. I never felt that with the base game but with this DLC I've constantly felt that. This DLC simply
isn't worth the money. The units are basically the same only weaker. The game play is basically the same only requiring more
imput and the storyline is basically the same only ripping of WoW Lich King. All in all this DLC takes away from the game. It
adds nothing.. I want to like this game! But there are a few things that make it unplayable for me.

The BAD; The worst thing for me is that when you save and exit the game the map is erased. You have your stuff and damage
as well but the islands on the map you were on are gone! This a deal breaker for me. When I have to stop playing and do
something and come back to pick up where I left off.....You can't. That is stupid and not a feature. I don't care what the devs
think.

The GOOD: Graphics are simple but the sea looks good. Most machines should be able to play this. I rather like it. The game
play is very simple and there is a lot of room to add later to spice things up.

I do like the game but the inability to save the game SUX and should be told up front!. It's intersting for the concept alone but
the clunkiness of implementation is sometimes frustrating.. This game constantly crashes, 3 times in 30 minutes so don't buy
even for 99 cents.

From what I was able to play, the game requires a much higher degree of luck than the original puzzle quest. tiles can move in
from any direction based on how you move the tile - but you have no idea what the next tiles moving in will be - so it frequently
feels like the AI is cheating because his random tiles just always work out for him. Other than that, when luck happens to be on
your side and you are about to win, the game crashes to the desktop. Horrible game not worth 1 cent, buy a steam trading card
instead.. Good looking game but the gunplay is very lackluster and with a game where shooting is the main focus that equals
refund for me.. For it's price? Maybe. It's not challanging, fast it turns int to building just for sake of building. It's to Easy.
Only takes time due to slow technical discoveries (it generaly just take time) and without this unlocks you cannot finish game.
Time is only real obstacle in this game.. An amazing game, lots of originality and content. Extremely cheap, even at full price..
Lack of agency and no presence make this a pretty big miss for me. Not in step with where VR design has progressed to, and a
bit nausea inducing as a result. Love the initial world building though - would love to see a version with movement rather than
being a fairly polished wave-clearing experience.. Fun side scrolling platformer. Reminds me a lot of Shadow Complex and
Mega Man. Love it. Just wished it wouldn't randomly crash so much!

Not really a bad story either. Fairly easy to keep track of.
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Don't. Just don't. Unless you like facing Mongol hordes and you usually play in Western Europe. Doesn't add enough to make it
worth while.

Interesting idea, poorly executed.

2\/5. I like this route and have had none of the problems outlined by others, however I still have issues with it.
Any scenario that requires a stop at Caledonian Road and Barnsbury fails and here's why.
When you make the stop and open the doors there is no red timer bar showing in the HUD, as this is a scoring stop, no points
are given for making it. Thus at the end you get a scenario failed notice telling you that you failed to stop. So I tried the scenario
again, and got the same result.
So I tried another scenario, it also required a stop at the same station, again no red timer bar and thus no points etc.

Then there is the class 59 and its scenarios, and they are rubbish with absolutely no redeeming qualities. So I looked in the
workshop for further scenarios, and there are seemingly none; however since the search function in workshop is less use than a
chocolate teapot, there might be dozens, but I couldn't find them.

Then there's the issue of the AI or lack of it, even in the scenarios set at rush hour, the AI trains are few and far between.

So, a seemingly neat route with lots of possibilities that are poorly exploited and what is there suffers from the ever occurring
DTGitis, which is of course a full time aversion to doing something properly. No matter what route, there is always something
amiss.

Oh, and I did the local file check, uninstalled the route and the re-installed it, again a file check and it's still the bloody same.

There is no excuse other than appalling QC and a don't give a toss attitude.

For the record, I run the game with all settings set to maximum and have excellent frame rate; so these issues are not hardware
related.

As a route 8\/10
Play value 3\/10
Value for money 1\/10

As with most folks, I want my purchases to make me happy, I do not want them to be an object lesson in frustration and
disappointment as so many of the DTG routes seem to be.
. A real fun little game with thick atmosphere and some spooky moments, without any tedious jumpscares. Lots of little hidden
secrets to find and, while short, very replayable. Great use of sound, too, the soundtrack is top-notch. I feel like it could do with
more content, and if I bought this at full price (\u00a39), I would feel a bit more disappointed. Still though, I really enjoyed it
and would want to see more, whether a sequel (being this is already a spiritual successor, that's not hard to imagine), or some
more content via updates\/ DLC.. This game doesnt currently have multiplayer working (which is btw the only aspect of the
game)
please dont spend money on this game it doesnt work. Great concept of a tactical shooter however the game has been in
development since 2011 and has barely added much or improved. still feels super clunky and laggy due to the terrible servers.
there is barely anyone ever on (max i have seen on recently is 6 players) until they can actually start fixing some on the issues
and bugs, and adding more content i don't recommend buying this game.. Ez game Cheap $ And can waste ur time so much :). I
very much enjoyed this game and I highly recommend. I am going to go over everything that I think needs going over and
highlighting pros and cons.

Controls- The controls of this game are almost exactly like that of Subnautica, and if you have played any successful underwater
game you should have no issued moving around in the Debris environment. The FOV of this game is locked in place but I think
that it is set to an acceptable size, seeing at the entire game is underwater with a mask on.

Graphics- I think that the graphics of this game are beautiful for an underwater game in the highest settings possible and the
game makes it easy to determine which settings are best for your computer. However, even when put on these "optimal" settings
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I was still not able to get above 40fps, either having a optomization issue or some other reason I think that in order to have the
graphics specified, a much beefier computer might be needed. Keeping in mind that I had a consistient 40fps throughout the
entire game, so if you aren't a freak about having max fps possible then this isn't an issue. Additionally the game still looks
appealing without being on max graphics.

Atmosphere- The atmosphere is definitely that of a horror game, and quite frankly this is done really well. The mixture of fogs,
underwater lakes, lights, darkness, and sounds all come together to give the player a sense of "void" in some areas while in
others pure claustrophobia. It allows the player to completely fall into the shoes of the main character and experience what he
and the others are going through. Even when you are just told what's happening in another tunnel.

Voice Acting- The voice acting in this game are easily my favorite because, asside from simply wandering this underwater cave
system, it drives the plot. The way things are said, the way that some characters cut eachother off is all planned to help bring the
ending together, as well as tie up potential loose ends. Additionally, the voices just sound like real people. The actors themselves
and the dialogue put infront of them is both well written and well executed.

Story- The story of this game is based on choices. There are four main choices that each playthrough provides the main
character and the descision made determines the rest of the game and how the characters get to the ending. However, the ending
is the exact same every time, so the way that you got there is different. Although the whole "what does it matter if the ending is
the same" would usually be present, such as in Mass Effect 3, that is not the case for this game. It completely changes what you
notice and everything develops and then the very end just blows it all up in your face to leave you in your chair saying
"holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665"

Replayability- I actually urge anyone who plays this game to play it through at least twice. This is because once the ending is
revealed to you, you will go back and notice things you never noticed, things that were said that you didn't hear, and noises you
heard but never understood.. This game is good if you like Jumping from moving platform to platform. Very fun game, great to
play while you're high :)

Closed Beta participation:
Hello everyone!

If you guys still wanna participate in the closed beta, please sign up by following this link: http://brainbread2.eu/beta

Given the current state of BrainBread 2, we will hand select each entry. With your help, we can make BrainBread 2 a better
experience.

The deadline will end this week (Saturday 16th of January, 2016 GMT+1).

FAQ. Correction of a European server deployment error:
Players in Europe, I'm sorry for causing trouble, why the delay of Europe's server so high, I this is the mistake of our work, we
are in the process of deployment errors, lead to parse the circuitry of the European server in China server, so the display is the
European server, you connect to the server is actually from China, we have dealt with this issue, now the European server is
really belongs to Europe, and I'm sorry, really thank you for your remind my players, my friends,If you have any questions,
please timely feedback to the community or send to gaolonghehe@126.com. We will deal with it as soon as possible. I'm really
sorry!. Community Gametime - Scurry Landia:
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We find ourselves stranded on Scurry Landia and there's only one way out. Through the puzzles and games that will take us
through the harrowing island.

Join us: https://events.sansar.com/events/Galileo-Sansar/community-gametime---scurry-landia/4ed6ef71

Watch us: twitch.tv/sansarofficial

Watch us later: youtube.com/sansar

Talk to us: http://discord.gg/sansarofficial. Game Update 0.5.1:
Today we have launched an update to Vanguard which fixes several issues from the first week.

The highlights include:. Minor Update: Added new startup screen for players without a VR headset connected:
Just a very minor update where we have added a new startup screen for players starting Apex Construct while not having a
VR headset connected. This new screen will ask players to connect their headsets and restart the game.

We also hope it will help clarify that Apex Construct is a VR only game...;-). Update version 1.53 released.:
This update includes a new scheme selection with 4 different keyboard/gamepad mappings, the selection screen will pop up
when you start a new game. Note you can still bind your own keys/buttons in the settings screen.

Lava push-up level changes:
Added shadows for each of the falling rocks in the bottom of screen as a hint.
Fireballs bubbles hint are now bigger.
Falling rock shards will not inflict damage.. v1.3.1 Update has been released:
Patch Notes:

- There is now a sign above the golden safe, showing how many keys you have collected (or not)
- Minor corrections of Spanish translation. Junk Jack 2.9.1.2 is available now!:
Hello everyone, here's another update which fixes reported bugs and adds many balancing tweaks, following your feedback.
The only downside to world balance tweaks is that you need to generate a new world to see the improvements.
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Also remember that Portal Chests spawn in Adventure mode only!

We hope you'll enjoy the changes!

BUG FIXES

Wood fence doors now behave properly

Tooltips for craft notes and spawner eggs are now properly shown

Fixed a bug which propagated durability when dropping dragged items with right-click

Fixed a crash while climbing a ladder to the top of the world

Fixed a crash that occurred in Steam Multiplayer interface while selecting host or a friend

Fixed a problem which allowed to use forbidden characters (like /, \, ? etc) in player and world names causing problems
to load them afterwards

Tooltips are no longer visible when stats panel is open

Fixed a problem which could cause your world to disappear while renaming

ENHANCEMENTS

Reduced mobs minimum light required to spawn (now mobs should spawn less frequently in well lit areas)

Added an option to choose between placing top block first or rear block first (both are modifiable through CTRL)

Some options are now available directly from pause menu without the need to exit the game

Ladders now allow attachment from a slightly larger distance: you can't fall in a hole 1 block wide with ladders anymore
inside anymore

It is now allowed to place plants on tiles with small props without breaking them first

Added special utility loot crates in worlds caves

Placing a solid block over a pet will now make it warp to the owner

Increased underground biomes spawn chance

Increased portal chests spawn chance

Rebalanced ores and loot all planets

Work in progress tweaks to weapons durability and damage

MINOR TWEAKS

Work in progress tweaks to slimes behaviour

Other sound tweaks
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All sounds effects have been normalized

. DLCs sales of the week.:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1034000
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1034080
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1034090
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